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UCL CORU

A group of mathematicians, lapsed physicists, a 

surgeon and a computer scientist dedicated to tackling 

problems in health care a using range of analytical / 

modelling techniques. Current work includes

Effectiveness of thoracic surgery

Monitoring risk adjusted clinical outcomes

Impact of bridging technologies on transplant

Vaccine procurement and utilisation

vCJD via blood transfusion

Maternal and neonatal mortality in Africa

Demand forecasting



Outpatients

2015





NHS
From the Cradle to the Grave

Modelling can 

help us speed 

up the whole 

process
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I believe in the NHS

I believe in

modelling in the NHS

Part of my job is convincing 

people to fund modelling studies



More for less

Better patient outcomes through implementing

evidence based interventions

Value

Quality
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Most modelling sits here 
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Barriers include culture (organisational / political / societal)

clinical autonomy and rivalries between sectors / professions.

Modelling can fall at these barriers but can also break them down



1 department, 3 surgeons, 2 protocols get the evidence
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Alphonso N, Tan C, Utley M, Cameron R, Dussek J, Lang-Lazdunski L, Treasure T

A prospective randomized controlled trial of suction versus non-suction to the under-water seal drains

following lung resection, European Journal of Cardio-thoracic Surgery 2005;27:391-394. 
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Modelling has vast untapped potential
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what utilisation is desirable at each step?
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Cross-sector capacity planning
what level of resource to provide at each step?
what utilisation is desirable at each step?

primary care

secondary care

local authority

A sector-by-sector, department-by-department approach leads to 
poor system performance. 

Modelling at whole system level can point towards  improved
outcomes and utilisation of key resources.

Patient journey



Modelling has vast untapped potential



Some barriers

An alien form of evidence - are our “Black Swans” seen as ugly                  

ducklings?

Steady state models for a changing world

Models often exclude the cost of change

Failure (client and modeller) to look at broader system

Modelling as last resort, ammunition, fig-leaf, delay

Analytical resource fractionated, over-stretched & undervalued

When we disseminate models, we forget the value in modelling



Do we

always

need

better

models?



New Elsevier journal

Interested in applications 

and lessons learned as well

as new models.

1st edition out soon

Sir Muir Gray on Value

OR agenda for stroke services

OR in health policy

Snapshot of US Health OR

http://www.journals.elsevier.com/operations-research-for-health-care
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Challenging existing practice

Pulmonary metastasectomy 

in colorectal cancer



Is presumption of efficacy

justified?

Resection of

primary

Time

Presentation

with metastatic

disease in lung

Disease is 

bad. Surgery 

might help 

(1-7). So 

many people 

had  such-

and-such an 

operation. 

At five years, 

so many were 

still alive, 

vindicating 

our chosen 

management.

Thanks for 

reading.

Journal of surgery

A paper

Dr Mycut

Mycut, Yourcut 

and Fatwallet. 



Estimate survival “expected” for 

patients similar* to those

in follow-up studies

• Estimate survival by stage and by length of time T1.

• Match stage-mix and distribution of T1 to that reported

Time

T1 T2

Time

T1 T2

* NOTE: important differences remain
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Conditional survival model with

Stage mix and distribution of DFI 

chosen to be consistent with Okumura et al*

Proportion of patients still alive

*J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg. 1996 Oct;112(4):867-74 

WARNING
these premises are

unstable

* “Disease free interval”, “Death free interval”
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Modelling

Systematic 

review

Debate

CRUK funded RCT



Bringing research to life

Modelling as a focus for discussion, 

data, sharing of tacit knowledge

research

setting

your

organisation
research

setting

your

organisation





I then showed a sequence of slides on an excellent

example of using technology, data, and predictive modelling

to assist the work of an infection control team in Portsmouth.

For details, see http://www.vitalpac.co.uk
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The future is here

and here

and here



Make this our time


